Pet Information-Walking/Exercise
Please complete one Pet Information Disclosure form per dog:
Owner:

____________________________

Pet’s Name: ______________________

Length of Time Owned: ________________

Pet Type:

Dog

Breed:

Sex: M/F

Neutered: Y/ N

___________________________

License #: ___________________________

Microchip/Tattoo/Dog Tag #: ______________

Physical Description (if similar to another):

Birth date:

__________ Or Age: ______

________________________________

Weight:

________lbs. Or Size: _______

Please check the box(s) next to the sentence(s) that best describes your dog.
Walking:
Walks well on a loose leash (standard neck collar)
Walks with a loose leash but needs some corrections
Constantly pulls on a leash
Walks with a retractable leash
Walks well with a “Gentle Lead”, “Halti” or other type of “training” collar
Is not trained to walk on a leash
Can walk with another dog beside while on a leash
Tends to chase after ______________________ when on a walk
Tends to bark at ______________________ when on a walk
Behavior(s) that needs mentioning: _________________________________________________________
Which side of you is your dog trained to walk on (circle one) RIGHT / LEFT

/ NEITHER

Are you comfortable with me giving your dog corrections when not properly walking on the leash? _______
_________________________________________________________________________________________
Please rate the energy level of your dog 1 being very low 10 being extremely high; _____________________
Older/Senior Dogs

Large Breeds

Dogs under 3yrs/ Sporting Group

_________________________________________________________________________________________
1

5

10

What type of exercise do you think would be the best for the energy level of your dog? (Example: Easy walk,
jog, run, trail hike, throwing favorite toy, or combination)___________________________________________
Have you ever used a back pack on your dog? __________________________________________________
Would you like your dog to visit the local dog park? ______________________________________________
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Please check the box(s) next to the sentence(s) that best describe your dog.
Dog Park:
Likes to play/socialize with all types of other dogs
Likes to only play/socialize with dogs of the same size or smaller
Is shy around other dogs
Tends to be more dominate around other dogs
Barks when excited
Behavior(s) that needs mentioning: _________________________________________________________
Favorite Games, Toys, and Activities: ___________________________________________________________
Emergency Care:
Vet Name: ____________________________

Pet Allergies: ___________________________

Clinic Name: ___________________________

Vaccinations up to date on (month/yr): ___________

Phone: _______________________________

Heartworm test: Negative / Positive

Dog’s Medical History: (ongoing or reoccurring known illnesses/injuries, treatments & medications)
________________________________________________________________________________________
Temperament/Personality: _________________________________________________________________
Pet Doesn’t Like:
Hot Days
Touch Ears

Rain / Snow / Cold
Strangers

Thunder
Children

New Animals
All Humans
_____________________________

Pet reacts to the above by: _____________________________________________________________
Has Your Dog Ever:

Describe (even if mild, or under extreme/unusual situations)

Attacked someone/bit someone
Attacked another animal
Been attacked by another animal

How is your dog’s behavior while traveling in a car?_______________________________________________
Do you own a crate for your dog? ____________________________________________________________
May your dog travel in my car? _______________________________________________________________
Common commands used: __________________________________________________________________
Comments: _______________________________________________________________________________
Client/Owner Name:

_________________________________________________

Signature: ___________________________________________________ Date: ______/______/20_____
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